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SCHEMATICS

COMPOSITION EXAMPLES
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

COVERING
Leather Soft Cover

LEGS
Wood Plastic Metal Upholstered Castors

FILLING Arms Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Seat cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Back cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

COMFORT
Firm Comfort Standard Comfort

FUNCTION
Bed Electric motion Motion Recliner Sliding

OPTIONS
Removable Nails Contrast Stitching

NOTES

Model Colosseo (3087) in fabric - with outer body and boiserie in black or dark brown genuine
leather - can be ordered as V087.

To allow modularity, the single elements can be put together thanks to the rubber stops under
the legs.

Version 822 is an open cabinet with drawer and wireless battery charger.

Thanks to ZeroWall mechanism, seat and back cushions can be reclined at a great length
without moving sofa away from the wall.

Tight Seat Cushion (the seat cushions of the models are fixed to the frame)

Tight Back Cushion (the back cushions of the models are fixed to the frame)

With Leather Side (the sectional pieces come with leather sides)

Wood Frame

With Feet Assembled (the model will be loaded with feet already mounted on the sofa)

Plastic Wrap (the model will be wrapped in a plastic bag)

Hidden no-scratch and no-slip metal feet.
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